Room Booking for a More Productive Office

Included with Zoom Rooms is a powerful add on that will end scheduling headaches and conference room squatters by displaying upcoming meetings, showing room availability, and allowing users to instantly book a room – all from room-based, wall-mounted iPads.

**Simple**
Everything you need to manage your rooms – nothing more, nothing less. Uses an iPad instead of commodity hardware.

**Integrated**
Zoom Rooms Scheduling Display integrates with your Google Calendar or Outlook Exchange, making it easy to see room availability and reserve the room from any device.

**Streamlined**
Using Zoom Rooms means one system for IT to manage, and for the end users to understand. Zoom’s thoughtful design is perfect for the modern office.

3-Step Set Up
1) Download the Zoom Rooms app
2) Select the Scheduling Display installation mode
3) Configure with your calendar system

“Be prepared for the excitement that this tool will create in your organization!”

(★★★★★) - Gartner Peer Insights Review

About Zoom

Zoom makes video and web conferencing frictionless. Founded in 2011, Zoom is the leader in modern enterprise video communications, with a secure, easy platform for video and audio conferencing, messaging, and webinars across mobile, desktop, and room systems. Zoom Rooms is the original software-based conference room solution used around the world in conference, huddle, and training rooms, as well as executive offices and classrooms. Zoom helps over 600,000 businesses and organizations bring their teams together to get more done.

Zoom is publicly traded on Nasdaq (ticker: ZM) and headquartered in San Jose, California.